
Graph



Two of a kind: Graph conference chairs and tables come in complementing forms and materials.  



Graph
30 range conference chairs/300 range tables, design: jehs+laub

Graph is the ideal choice where superior comfort and uncompromising quality are required. The name of the range, 
designed by Markus Jehs and Jürgen Laub, refers to its graphical aesthetic. And it’s this feature the chair owes its name 
to: the seat shell is cut both horizontally and vertically and then reassembled. The upshot is an intriguing mix of a fluid 
form and clear lines, closed and open areas, harmony and contrast. The same goes for the matching tables and their 
hint of lightweight elegance. Whether they’re destined for large conferences, small meetings or executive offices, 
Graph tables and chairs are an appealing combination due to their impressive finishes, exclusive materials and flawless 
craftsmanship. As a result, Graph is already one of tomorrow’s classic furniture icons. 

301/5 
Conference chair 
medium-height backrest 
¶ 40 ⅛" ¡ 16 ⅞" 
¢ 24 ⅜" √ 18 ⅞" 
| 25 ¼" Ω 18 ½"

301/7 
Conference chair 
medium-height backrest 
¶ 39 ⅜"/43 ¼" ¡ 16 ⅛"/20 ⅛" 
¢ 24 ⅜" √ 18 ⅞" 
| 25 ¼" Ω 18 ½"

301/8 
Conference chair 
medium-height backrest 
¶ 39 ⅜"/43 ¼" ¡ 16 ⅛"/20 ⅛" 
¢ 24 ⅜" √ 18 ⅞" 
| 25 ¼" Ω 18 ½"

300 Tables 
47 ¼" x 78 ¾"/94 ½" and 51 ⅛" x 110 ¼", height 28 ¾"

302/5 
Conference chair 
high backrest 
¶ 49 ¼" ¡ 16 ⅞" 
¢ 24 ⅜" √ 18 ⅞" 
| 25 ¼" Ω 18 ½"

302/7 
Conference chair, 
high back 
¶ 48 ⅜"/52 ⅜" ¢ 24 ⅜" 
| 25 ¼" ¡ 16 ⅛"/20 ⅛" 
√ 18 ⅞" Ω 18 ½"



A distinctive design and exceptional comfort: the Graph conference chair offers three-dimensional flexibility due to its first-
class upholstery and a supporting leaf spring underneath the seat.





Graph conference chairs and customized tables configured to ensure meetings run smoothly. 
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A flexible chair with a touch of prestige: to leave room for the height-adjustable swivel-mounted column, the designers created a slightly flatter  
five-star base for the executive chair on swivel castors.



Chair frame with glidesChair frame with base glidesChair frame with castors

Aluminum frame  
with a signal white coating

Aluminum frame  
with a black coating

Models 301/7 and 302/7 with 
 precision-adjustable seating height 
via a gas lift

Chair details

The combination of various frame finishes with especially high-quality 
 upholstery materials from the Wilkhahn fabric and leather collection opens 
up a broad range of design options. Add different styles of star bases and you 
fulfil all functional requirements too.

Models 301/8, 302/8 with  
an integrated die-cast aluminum 
rocking mechanism



Stylish and spacious: the Graph table tops extend way beyond their base frames so that they appear to be floating on air and the shape 
of the frame leaves plenty of leg room.



Table frame with adjustable 
base glides

Details of table accessories

The look and feel of the table’s tapered edge is superb

300/02 
Cable lid
300/05 
Single table portal Basic, not pictured

791 
Cable riser



300/50 Round table Ø 118 ⅛" – for 12 people
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Oval table example configurations / models and dimensions

300/00 Ovaltable 51 ⅛" x 110 ¼" – for 8 people

300/00 Oval table 47 ¼" x 94 ½" – for 6 people

300/00 Oval table 47 ¼" x 78 ¾" – for 6 people

Subject to change.
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Round table example configurations / models and dimensions

300/30 Round table Ø 59" – for 4 people300/30 Round table Ø 49 ¼" – for 4 people

300/50 Round table Ø 118 ⅛" – for 12 people

300/40 Round table Ø 82 ⅝" – for 8 people
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300/40 Square table 74 ¾" – for 8 people300/30 Square table 47 ¼" – for 4 people

Square table example configurations / models and dimensions

300/50 Square table 110 ¼" – for 12 people

Subject to change.



212 ⅝"

59"

Table elements and example configurations

300/14 Starting element 59" x 74 ¾"

300/14 Starting element 59" x 106 ¼"

300/16 Intermediate element 59" x 63"

300/16 Intermediate element 59" x 94 ½"

300/15 Finishing element 59" x 74 ¾"

300/15 Finishing element 59" x 106 ¼"

300/10 for 14 people
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Table elements and example configurations

300/25 for 16 people

300/26 for 18 people 300/27 for 20 people

300/28 for 22 people Subject to change.



Upholstery materials

60 | 63 | 66 | 67 | 68 | 74 | 87 | 91 | 92 
You can find all upholstery materials and further colors in our media center

Frame surfaces

Bright chrome-plated aluminum or matte polished, or coated in black or signal white

Awards

        2012

Frame versions

Bright chrome-plated aluminum, chrome matte polished,  
coated black or signal white

Table top groups

Varnished black or white, veneer type 1 or 2,  
you can find all surfaces in our media center.

Awards

  

300 range tables

30 range conference chairs





Graph 
30 range Graph conference chairs and 300 range of Graph tables. Design: jehs+laub, 2012.

Wilkhahn Germany 
Wilkening + Hahne GmbH+Co. KG, Fritz-Hahne-Straße 8, 31848 Bad Münder

Wilkhahn worldwide 
Australia, Belgium, China, Deutschland, España, France, Hong Kong, Japan, Maroc, Nederland, Österreich, Polska, 
Schweiz, Singapore, South Africa, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States of America

wilkhahn.us
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Meetings with a view: with a variety of designs, materials and table formats, Graph can adapt to different room sizes and interior-design concepts.


